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ACTION ALERT

E. NOONAN’S ATTORNEY
Gary Kreep & 2012 Obama Ballot Challenge
12/12/18 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
June 2012 Edward C Noonan’s (me) attorney, Gary Kreep - Obama Ballot Challenge
News conference video w/comments from my favorite “birther website”:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yU3oREs0QgE
1. Bob68 Tuesday, December 11, 2018 at 1:12 AM
Quote from 2discern
“The all out attack on Trump 24/7 from day one, has bigger ramifications then dislike of political style. It is fear of exposure.
The top Deep State officials are all terrified of TRUTH. However, it is the only way to be free. The fraud, deception, and corruption has come to an expiration date. May righteousness prevail !”
Absolutely correct!
My opinion from 10 years of observation:
I believe most, if not all the people who pretend they have no idea why Trump is being gone after with such a vengeance
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are….lying. Compared to most of the other talking heads I like Lou Dobbs, but today, 12-10-2018 he and every one of his
guest again looked and sounded totally puzzled as they discussed why Trump is under attack by the left, and most on the
right. Dobbs especially goes after Republican leadership for not supporting Trump. The leadership of both parties have been
totally immersed in protecting Obama’s fake legitimacy since 2008 and they really went all out the moment Barry, the ineligible, identity fraud con-artist was allowed to be sworn-in as the putative president in 2009. After that moment it was too
late to get out without serious personal consequences for all complicit in enabling and/or allowing this to happen. The oath
all members of Congress swore to protect the Constitution was supposed to have meaning, yet it was ignored and Congress
effectively gave America’s government and her military to the enemy. From then until now there has been a charade of legitimacy built around Obama that is so-far impenetrable. All of this is and has been obvious over the years, yet the Deep State,
with their masterful placement of an ineligible, identity fraud con-artist in the office of president, managed to blackmail a
huge number of people who forever must protect Obama and anyone who might lead to him in order to protect themselves.
No wonder Hillary was pushed aside in favor of Obama back in 2008……they knew he was the perfect choice for what the
Deep State wanted to do to America. It is impossible to believe this crime and its cover-up is invisible as so many people
seem to do, especially people who have a voice that would be heard by millions if they would express the truth, which I believe they know. They do nothing but state their puzzlement over what is happening to President Trump and why. This is the
most infuriating political event of my 75 year lifetime………by far, and it is and has been transparent since it began and especially so with the election of Donald Trump, instead of the planned and promised in 2008 after Obama cover of Hillary Clinton. We are near the point of no return. I see no advantage for myself to give up because I cannot just forget what I see unfolding in front of me, basically each day being the same as the day before, played over and over and over with the same result……..and time is running out.
2. Robert Laity Monday, December 10, 2018 at 6:59 PM
Mueller stonewalled a complaint against Obama signed by more then 3,000 signatories. I am signatory #1501 on that complaint. Previous AG Eric Holder received that Complaint also. I have notified all Attorneys General of The US since 2008,
including Jeff Sessions, in order to apprise them and waiting for them to ACT on the complaints. The DC law and order system is nonfeasant, malfeasant and quite corrupt. Again, let me explain something. Don’t get bogged down with the fake
Obama BC as being the sole disqualification to Obama being President. A “natural-born citizen” ALSO requires that one’s
parents BOTH be US Citizens themselves.
Unanimously defined 9-0 by the US Supreme Court in 1875 in Minor v Happersett and at other times in “The Venus”.,
“Shanks v Dupont” & “Wong Kim Ark”. Those US Supreme Court Precedents were left undisturbed and not revisited when
they denied Certiorari in my two cases at SCOTUS…Laity v NY & Barack Obama and Laity v NY, Rafael Cruz, Marco Rubio
and Piyash Jindal. That means that the precedents I cited are still, to this day, what lawyers refer to as “Good Law”.
3. 2discern Monday, December 10, 2018 at 6:19 PM
Facts:
From the start Barry Soetero records were sealed. Why? By whom?
The SS# is fraudulent originating in CT. The Selective Service registration form is a forgery. The individual {Quaryl Harris)
who physically saw student records of Barry S., McCain,& Hillary is dead. Shot in DC in front of a church still in his car. Still
unsolved. Hawaii Dept. Health Director – Loretta Futty killed in soft water landing (only one out of nine). Birth documents
proposed as proof of USA birth both forged and examined by forensic experts.
We could fill this entire comment box with facts ad nauseam- the two different forms Pelosi submitted for nomination to the
DNC. The missing INS records for Aug. 1961. A fifth grader who plays video games can see the pattern here. The all out attack on Trump 24/7 from day one, has bigger ramifications then dislike of political style. It is fear of exposure. The top Deep
State officials are all terrified of TRUTH. However, it is the only way to be free. The fraud, deception, and corruption has
come to an expiration date. May righteousness prevail !
4. Fuzz T.Was Monday, December 10, 2018 at 3:59 PM
The President’s birth certificate is treated like a national treasure? There is a PDF posted on whitehouse.gov, but no one can
see the certified copy his lawyer allegedly brought back to DC from Hawaii. The Constitution, Declaration of Independence
and H-bomb are not so well hidden as Obama’s birth certificate. This is very strange.
The President and his crew have not handled the issue well at all. They stone walled the matter for years creating suspicion.
First, they claimed only a short form version existed and nothing else. Those who said there was a long form were mocked.
Then, it was discovered that the long form that didn’t exist, did exist and Hawaiian Governor Abacrombie, who claimed he
would show it to the world when he took office in January 2011, couldn’t find it. But then the long form, that didn’t exist, but
then did exist but couldn’t be found, appeared at a (pencil and paper only) White House press conference 6000 miles away
from Hawaii in April 2011, but only a copy of a copy could be seen by the public.
What a political coup it for the President to hold up his BC to the world on TV (like politicians do) in front of clicking cameras with a big Cheshire Cat smile on his face and say, “look you stupid ‘Birthers ‘. Here is my Hawaiian birth certificate.
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Now shut up or Lois Lerner (IRS) will audit you and NSA will spy on you,” but he didn’t. He didn’t look at it or touch it or
speak of it directly. His handlers wouldn’t let him anywhere near the thing. Again, this is very strange.
What is the big deal? It is a common public record that is not hard to get. It’s a piece of paper containing signatures and
typed statistical data. Society creates and keeps these records, so they can be looked at. Yet Obama’s BC was extremely difficult to obtain and for some reason is kept hidden. Why? If the document were damaged, lost or stolen, the Governor of Hawaii, would surely give him another one.
This whole situation makes no sense. It leads to the suspicion, that something is wrong. That PDF on whitehouse.gov that
many claim is proof of the President’s Hawaiian birth is worthless. It wouldn’t be accepted as a proof of a live birth in any
court. Try registering your child to play Little League Baseball by showing the registering official a PDF of his/her birth certificate. It won’t be accepted, and you will be asked for a certified copy of the original. If the President applied for a job in his
own administration and presented that PDF, he would not and could not be hired.
It is late in the game now, Obama’s term is over, and the public may never see that national treasure of a birth certificate.
5. Alexander Gofen Monday, December 10, 2018 at 2:10 PM
Great article, Ms. Rondeau. May God bless you for being among the last journalists not agreeing and not allowing to bury the
“crime too big to ever acknowledge”. Let’s swear to keep doing it in order to never allow America to bury it until we are
alive…
A few patriots that still care mostly hope that the exposure may (only) originate at the very top, due to actions of some top
officials – i.e. like coups in the former USSR. Shameful as it is to replicate the ways of the USSR in America, I would welcome any exposure if it happens. Yet passively waiting for it as though in the USSR is unproductive and shameful…
6. James Carter Monday, December 10, 2018 at 1:44 PM
Just to remind everyone,
During the 2008 election, Obama’s campaign used an image alleged to depict his short-form “Certification Of Live Birth”
(COLB) as proof that he was born in Hawaii. Supposedly that image was the result of someone at Obama’s campaign headquarters in Chicago photographing and/or scanning the COLB that his campaign had requested and received from the Hawaii Department of Health in mid-2008.
That image, and/or various iterations of it, was posted on the DailyKos, FightTheSmears, FactCheck and Snopes during the
2008 election and subsequently on Obama’s White House web-site.
A link to that image can be found at the end of the first paragraph of this page from Obama’s White House archives: https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/2011/04/27/president-obamas-long-form-birth-certificate. IMPORTANT: Note that the first paragraph of that Obama White House web-page verifies that his campaign requested his
COLB in 2008.
Someone needs to explain how other photographs and/or scans alleged to depict that exact same COLB show a date-stamp
from 2007 on the backside.
Clicking on the above mentioned link opens this web page:
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/rss_viewer/birth-certificate.pdf
Since this image was on Obama’s 2008 campaign web-site and subsequently his White House web-site, common-sense/logic
says it came from Obama’s 2008 campaign headquarters in Chicago. If you scroll down to the bottom of the page you’ll see
(on the left-hand side) “http://msgboard.snopes.com/politics/graphics/birth.jpg” and (on the right-hand side) “4/25/2011”.
IMPORTANT: That means it did not come from Obama’s 2008 campaign headquarters in Chicago or his White House website (which had been up and running since 01/20/2009) but, rather, the public message board of Snopes. And THAT means
whence it came is questionable.
7. nobarack08 Monday, December 10, 2018 at 10:23 AM
Obama’s COLB and LFBC are counterfeit documents. However and more to the point, those claiming that Obama’s mother
makes him eligible, need to read the following. Obama’s mother is a distraction.
###
Permission to reprint in whole or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.
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